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\((2/3)n^3\) [762]. \((s,S)\) [1250]. \(0\) [422, 1319, 401, 414, 159, 1588]. \(\{0,1/2\}\) [728]. \(1\) [422, 1319, 466, 142, 401, 414, 159, 143, 1588]. \(2\) [408]. \(2^{31} - 1\) [1029]. \(3\) [1556, 609]. \(*\) [1216]. \(K\) [1286]. \(r\) [1286, 1090]. \(b\) [265]. \(\beta\) [1356].

BMAP/G/1/N [1272]. \(\ell_0\) [1536]. \(\ell_q(0 < q < 1)\) [1535]. GI/G/1 [750]. GI/G/c [622]. GI^X/Geom/m [485]. \(\infty\) [1286, 53, 591, 590]. \(K\) [790, 1071, 1117, 314, 1115, 692, 1230, 1106, 816, 1327, 1036]. \(k \geq 3\) [692]. \(L_1\) [1511]. \(m\) [1327]. \(M(t)/M/s(t)\) [726]. \(M/D_N/1\) [717]. \(M/E_k/1\) [813]. \(M/G/1\) [579]. \(M/M/c\) [718]. \(M^X/G^Y/1/K + B\) [678]. \(F_2\) [802]. \(N\) [1521, 1303]. O\((\ln n)\) [1328]. O\((n \log \log n)\) [743]. O\((n \log n)\) [316]. \(p\) [572, 375, 1293, 974, 924, 1255, 251, 699]. \(\phi\) [816]. \(r_{\max}\) [1550]. \(T\) [1342, 1538].

\(-2\) [1303]. \(-\text{Center}\) [1448, 572]. \(-\text{Closeness}\) [1342]. \(-\text{Connected}\) [1327].
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Backdoor [1085]. backtracking [526]. backward [1271]. Bad [327].
Balance [1562, 1132]. Balanced [843, 1294, 163, 1397, 967, 1004].
Complement [201]. Complementarity [713, 1266, 847, 494].
Completion [311]. Completion-Time [311]. Complex [1457, 660].
Complexity [430, 458, 197, 414, 211, 1132, 370, 599, 1278, 1104, 510, 577].
Compliance [1073, 1235]. Component [863]. Component-Based [863].
Components [67, 746, 1457]. Composite [428, 294]. compressed [714].
Computable [1354]. Computation [305, 332, 286, 683, 520, 687, 178, 244, 128, 737, 1243, 1091, 844, 401, 987, 1109, 1270, 816, 1235].
Computational [205, 310, 728, 79, 996, 148, 1590, 1516, 1348, 443, 1147, 720, 38, 233, 462, 600, 1164, 44, 191, 729, 948, 86, 186, 639, 284, 857, 121, 475, 1279, 981, 976, 885, 596, 586, 1054, 1281, 419, 964, 793, 1104, 1181].
Computationally [1407, 1299]. Computations [940, 160, 1059, 32, 750].
Compute [1484, 1490, 579, 820]. Computer [671, 1498, 44, 198, 577, 675].
Continuous
[271, 1357, 1453, 26, 1577, 1379, 1323, 914, 996, 1268, 1115, 583, 1082].
continuous-time [914]. contrast [1110]. Control
[271, 232, 1552, 223, 260, 1320, 1198, 634, 380, 1189, 367, 990, 1163, 869, 1152].
Controllable [271, 232, 1552, 223, 260, 1320, 1198, 634, 380, 1189, 367, 990, 1163, 869, 1152].
Controlled [271, 232, 1552, 223, 260, 1320, 1198, 634, 380, 1189, 367, 990, 1163, 869, 1152].
Convergence
[108, 230, 493, 1136, 980]. convergent [961].
Convex
[1519, 1461, 331, 1253, 1441, 1444, 788, 1571, 120, 1044, 1430, 1576, 926, 1261, 1283, 1060, 1115, 1266, 847, 1136, 971, 1277, 1308, 978, 1160, 1224].
Convexification [1378]. Convexity [885]. convexized [1036]. cooperative
[760, 1256]. Coordinate
[1343]. Coping
[1344]. copula [835, 1114].
CORAL [1012]. Core
[998, 1486, 874, 961, 1230]. Core-Based [1486].
Corner
[108, 230, 493, 1136, 980]. correlated [1405, 873, 716, 1250]. correlation
[835, 1114, 816].
correlations [495, 862]. Corrigendum [1553]. Cost
[1507, 1439, 1112, 429, 1509, 200, 24, 1280, 557, 437, 664, 1256, 1190, 583].
cost-decomposition [557]. Cost-sensitive [1112]. Costs
[1146, 1483, 906, 1199, 793]. Counterparts [1573]. counting [1201, 1183].
Counts [310]. Coupled
[1585, 1296]. Course
[1459]. Covariance
[1536, 277]. Covariates
[1597]. Cover
[414, 478, 1582, 1064, 401]. coverage
[1273, 695, 1304].
Covering-Based [1485]. Covering-Type [929]. Coxian
[427, 1151]. Credit-Risk [427]. Crew
[569, 818]. Criteria
[299, 1539, 482, 712]. Criterion
[1195, 1204, 1419, 315]. Critical
[1387, 1220]. Critically [1054]. crooked [1147]. Cross
[220, 1147, 742]. cross-entropy
[251]. CSMA/CD [251]. Cumulative
[783]. Cunningham
[1078]. Current
[4]. Curves [823]. Customer
[1578]. Customer-Driven [1578]. Customers
[397]. Cut
[728, 133, 1456, 1413, 77, 1592, 1361, 301, 1532, 830, 1037, 1423, 354, 1510, 1345, 1447, 568, 1098, 691, 1102, 1101, 633, 1239, 374, 1138, 1023, 1015, 1117, 864, 1036, 1352]. cut-and-column [1101]. Cuts
[728, 1470, 870, 558, 111, 1567, 1382, 1604, 1261, 977, 1268, 1147, 699, 631].
Cutting
Cutting-Plane
[1582, 633, 838, 1159]. Cutting-Stock
[535, 893, 731, 1296]. cutting/packing [1257]. CVaR [1252, 1230]. Cycle
[478, 1592, 823, 1582, 1495, 648, 692]. Cycle-Cover [478]. cycles [1018]. Cyclic
[228].

Experiments [227, 148, 977, 107, 637, 1362, 948, 134, 1147, 959].
Expert [148, 232, 429, 1280], explanation [367], explanation-based [367].
exploitative [843], Exploiting [1212, 1512, 212, 109, 588, 795, 412].
explorative [843], Exponential [1512, 349], exposition [442], exposure [1013], Expressing [253], Extended [1345, 1206], Extending [524, 836].
extension [1064], Extensions [1410], extra [631], extracting [1304].
Extraction [845], Extreme [801, 1567, 911].
face [981], Facetial [1592], Facilities [1088, 784], Facility [308, 1541, 1509, 86, 1087, 1309, 668, 928, 1026, 1288, 606, 1052, 834, 969, 1148].
fact [135], facility-layout [668], facility-location [606], Fact [169], Factor [1411, 919].
Factorization [1376, 1402, 202, 576], Factorizations [59, 1200].
failures [1230], Fair [480], Fare [1370], Fare-Locking [1370], Fast [140, 1302, 488, 207, 1441, 123, 294, 1238, 1026, 1270, 762, 889].
fast-pivoting [762], faster [1243, 793], Fault [476, 1168, 1328].
Fault-Tolerant [476, 1168, 1328], FBP [701], FDDI [365].
Feasibility [894, 130, 1567, 1372], Feasible [488, 1515, 589].
filter [852], Feel [193], Fertilization [220], Fiber [199].
FiberSCIP [1314], Fiction [169], Field [168], Fields [1560], FilMINT [926].
Filtering [944, 1421], Filtration [846], Filtration-Oriented [846].
Financial [1229, 427], Finding [335, 1002, 70, 783, 200, 1387, 1520, 589, 560, 911].
Fine [608], Finite [299, 673, 953, 1028, 386, 349, 678, 622, 389, 407, 1072, 567, 373].
fine-bufer [678], Finite-Horizon [953, 567], Finite-Resource [673].
finite-time [407], finitely [667], First [1516, 1428, 361, 961], First-Order [1428, 961].
Fit [866], Fitter [343].
Fixation [368, 1090, 1511, 1451, 835, 810, 1170, 988], Fixations [1393].
Fixed [746, 1154, 1025, 908, 1583, 5, 1317, 695, 907, 1055, 1197, 1159].
Fixed-Charge [1025, 908, 907, 1055, 1159], fixed-wireless [695].
Fleet [745, 1162, 922], flex [1262], flex-deluge [1262], Flexible [1425, 227, 1073, 474, 1116].
Flight [942, 1370], Floating [1349, 1212].
flow-shop [507].
Flows [1143, 872, 127, 304, 1500, 1118], flowshop [808, 712].
Flowtime [241], Fluid [1099], fluxes [1276], Fold [1327], folksonomies [1193].
Football [861], Forcing [1590], Ford [757], Forecasting [185], Forests [1397], fork [1279], fork/join [1279], Forks [249], form [481, 1183], Formal [378, 11], Formalism [90], formalization [559], Formation [1574, 1070].
Formulas [1183], Formulation [940, 1425, 1553, 103, 1349, 974, 744, 1345, 1211, 994, 572, 847, 697, 445].
Formulations [1102, 1316, 1485, 1424, 1474, 1311, 195, 1595, 782, 424, 1106, 969, 1123, 450].
Fortification [1596, 1271], forward [1080, 1264], Founding [1340], FPTAS


Landing [790]. Language [253, 44, 524, 405]. Languages [378, 884, 836].
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Neural [40, 687, 183, 291, 62, 184, 182, 406, 186, 185, 23, 292, 669, 453].

Neural-Net [184]. neural-network [669].

Newsvendor [1578].


Noise [139, 1326, 1444]. noisy [600].

No [482, 273, 1386, 1040, 715, 583].

Non-approximability [482]. non-linear [715]. non-Markovian [1040].

Non-Monotone [273]. Non-Poisson [1386]. non-preemptive [583].


Nonhomogeneous [228]. Nonidentical [1401, 1329]. noniterative [785].


normalization [322]. Normalized [1098]. NORTA [495, 1005].

Note [92, 1286, 124, 1389, 1417, 1432, 1473, 1503, 1529, 1555, 1581, 688, 81, 498, 920].

Note-Based [688]. Novel [1098]. Number [1498, 802, 1465, 1426, 1466, 1495, 1153, 339, 1126, 402, 592, 1197, 763].

Numerical [239, 154, 368, 131, 6, 202, 289, 223, 134, 621, 36, 4, 438, 914, 336, 717].

Numerically [319, 876, 1297, 694, 954]. Nurse [1063].


Objects [226]. Oblique [618]. observational [1132]. Observed [1444, 567].


offs [1006]. Old [273]. On/Off [1461]. One [201, 77, 14, 45, 1056, 1564, 1447, 1570, 709, 874, 840]. one-center [874].


Opportunities [393, 586]. Optic [199]. Optical [464, 759, 939]. Optima
Partition [1427, 141, 676, 1317, 1096]. Partition-Based [1317].


Procedures [908, 700, 1517, 1056, 973, 500, 409, 581, 436].

Process [392, 1291, 1325, 1073, 1090, 1013, 1006, 987].

Processes [268, 1516, 368, 250, 228, 1386, 211, 66, 1198, 810, 875, 723, 326, 660, 567, 727].

Processing [29, 1412, 685, 431, 277, 1356, 951, 1305, 440, 1219, 624].

Processors [254, 50, 356]. produce [777]. produced [327].

Product [754, 90, 568, 772, 594, 1150, 1276].


Programming-Based [942, 1133, 442, 487]. Programs [201, 1415, 1427, 1601, 1589, 80, 278, 831, 1319, 1549, 107, 1507, 91, 414, 1492, 77, 1566, 1350, 266, 1383, 120, 106, 11, 110, 1422, 1420, 1605, 1513, 1585, 962, 1317, 926, 1268, 589, 422, 902, 976, 329, 1234, 401, 410, 1055, 381, 1097, 1122, 997, 483, 964, 1162, 707, 649, 697, 1160, 1224, 807, 925, 864, 1236, 1141].


simplex-based [459]. Simulated [1326, 866, 96, 46, 87, 132, 407].

Time-Varying [1099, 1351, 1054, 1306]. Times
[341, 1405, 462, 1356, 678, 1241, 1219, 1185]. Timetabling
[291, 892, 1262, 778]. Together [216]. Tolerant [476, 1168, 1328]. Tomato
[76]. Tomato [76]. Tonal [686, 685]. Tool [846, 347, 582]. Tools
[52, 219, 883]. Top [1521, 816, 1218]. top-K [1218]. Topic
[1586]. Topologies [22, 915, 366]. topology [507]. Toroidal [288]. Total
[1324, 258, 61, 782, 503, 391]. totally [1277]. Tour [547, 119, 1233].
tractable [1281]. trade [1006, 1021]. trade-off [1021]. trade-offs [1006].
Tradeoffs [52]. Trading [431]. Traffic [400, 17, 759, 455]. traffic-grooming
Transaction-Based [944]. Transactional [341, 1342]. Transferable [1404].
Transform [1396]. Transformations [601, 985]. Transforming [875]. Transforms
[239, 319, 739, 438, 694, 336].
Transient [1441, 1462, 1089, 979, 813]. Transient-State [1462].
Transients [1046]. Transit [1376, 617]. Transitions [42, 65]. translation
[581]. transmembrane [604]. Transmission [931, 1477, 1462, 1303].
Transparent [365, 856]. Transport [1333]. Transportation
[1551, 1483, 99, 1374, 376, 772]. Transshipment [1533]. Travel [1405].
Traveler [1216]. Traveling [140, 1484, 1037, 1385, 182, 104, 123, 294, 536,
1009, 1124, 824, 764, 740, 1260, 994, 1023, 373, 1058, 714, 434]. Treatment
[833, 845, 1398, 870, 930, 852, 871, 1177, 809].
tree-based [848, 1110]. Tree-like [946]. Tree-Pinning [701]. tree-search
[436]. Tree-Star [301]. TreeHugger [900]. Trees
[197, 496, 1571, 358, 609, 315, 666, 1069, 532, 377, 832, 618, 1238]. Trial
[1475]. Triangle [1195]. Triangular [946]. Trunk [223]. trust [1050].
trust-region [1050]. Trustworthy [993]. TSP [480, 1437, 293, 740, 1197]. TSPLIB
[104]. TSPs [475]. TSPTW [528]. Tumor [1478, 1330, 1207].
turnaround [949]. tutorial [842]. TV [1586]. Two
[308, 21, 1573, 1563, 278, 902, 1111, 1512, 1507, 50, 1397, 87, 1150, 200, 86,
1395, 1317, 316, 1261, 1156, 731, 817, 372, 977, 1243, 1246, 622, 1257, 1259,
479, 1234, 560, 789, 997, 966, 1281, 747, 435, 1018, 710, 1277, 1104, 712, 864].
Two-Dimensional [1563, 1397, 731, 1246, 1257, 1259, 560, 789, 435, 710].
two-moment [622]. two-node [966]. two-path [817]. two-period [1261].
two-resource [372]. Two-Row [1111, 977]. Two-Stage [1573, 278, 1512,
1507, 1395, 1317, 1150, 731, 1243, 1234, 997, 1281, 747, 1277, 1104, 864].
two-staged [789]. Two-step [902]. Two-Terminal [21]. Type
[462, 946, 929, 437, 945, 621]. Typed [378]. Types [89]. typing [1210].

UAV [1556]. Unbiased [1445]. unbounded [1114, 667]. Uncapacitated
[308, 908, 25, 1311]. Uncertain [519, 1356, 1285, 1042, 1190]. Uncertainties
[1371, 1514]. Uncertainty [1478, 940, 1601, 1596, 1567, 1433, 474, 1460, 449,
35
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